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For Beautiful Kitchens

INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS –
ACROSS THE GENERATIONS
DESIGN, QUALITY, COMFORT
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Tradition and Innovation since 1954

FOR GENERATIONS, THE NAME KESSEBÖHMER HAS

and other fittings. More and more of our products use snap-on

STOOD FOR INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS – A STRONG

connections, so that they can be assembled without tools. The

BLEND OF DESIGN, FUNCTION AND QUALITY. Today

result is time savings and quality gains.

Kesseböhmer remains a successful owner-managed company
group.

From the initial idea to final shipment, every step of the process
is in-house – including developing and engineering production

Our core competence is in metal processing. We work with

machinery and tooling. This is why we’re so good at turning

wire, sheet metal and tubing. Products are finished in our in-

innovative ideas into products – quickly and successfully.

house electroplating and powder-coating facilities. Our strong
customer orientation has helped us to build and maintain

Fascinating functionality. Impressive design. Quality that

our position as the leading supplier of functional fittings for

sets standards.

kitchen units.
Our well-designed products help end-users to keep storage
space tidy and check all the contents at a glance. They help
to make best use of space and make kitchen work more
efficient. These benefits are strong selling points for kitchens.
In addition, kitchen manufacturers and kitchen fitters profit
from the ultra-easy assembly and adjustment of our pull-outs

Kesseböhmer
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DESIGN AND
TECHNOLOGY VARIANTS
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Fine design and perfect
workmanship

Welcome to your
quiet kitchen
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SoftSTOPP,
SoftSTOPPplus,
SoftSTOPPpro
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Synchromatic
The new standard for
reliable functionality day in,
day out

For gentle braking and
silent closing

We are absolutely committed to
supplying high quality products. We
want you to enjoy using them
throughout their long service lives.

ARENA plus
Anti-slip coating

ED

T

T
ES

FROM CLASSIC
TO CONTEMPORARY
OUR VERSATILE TRAY VARIANTS

PEOPLE CHOOSING A NEW KITCHEN SET A HIGH

Our design variants ARENA classic, ARENA style and ARENA

PRIORITY ON ATTRACTIVE DESIGN – ALSO FOR THE

pure, metal trays/baskets are used in all our larder pull-outs,

INTERIOR FITTINGS – AS AN IMPORTANT PURCHASE

and in corner and base units. All ARENA variants combine

CRITERION. This means that function and optics should blend

optimal functionality and attractive design with maximum

in a homogenous whole, the interior fittings must harmonize

space utilization – thanks to the railing being attached to the

with the overall kitchen design.

outer edge of the tray.

Kesseböhmer
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ARENA style
FINE DESIGN AND PERFECT WORKMANSHIP

THIS CONTEMPORARY DESIGN FEATURES A STREAMLINED
RAILING MADE OF METAL BANDS AROUND THE BOTTOM
PANEL. The clear, straight lines harmonize especially well
with contemporary kitchens and add value from the inside
out. International recognition, for example the red dot design
award, underline the outstanding design.
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Design and technology variants

Kesseböhmer
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ARENA plus
anti-slip coating
WELCOME TO YOUR
QUIET KITCHEN

KESSEBÖHMER’S SPECIAL ARENAPLUS COATING
prevents pots and pans, crockery and groceries slipping and
sliding when a pull-out is opened or a carousel turned.
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Design and technology variants

Kesseböhmer
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SoftSTOPP, SoftSTOPPplus
& SoftSTOPPpro
FOR GENTLE BRAKING AND SILENT CLOSING
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Design and technology variants

SoftSTOPP, SoftSTOPPplus & SoftSTOPPpro
IS THE BEST COMBINATION AS A HIGHPERFORMANCE

DAMPING

SYSTEM

FOR

CABINETS DESIGNED TO TAKE HIGH LOADS.
The SoftSTOPP range harmonizes movement
sequences.
SoftSTOPP delivers damped closing.
SoftSTOPPplus delivers damped closing plus
self-closing.
SoftSTOPPpro delivers damped opening.

Kesseböhmer
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Design and technology variants

Synchromatic
THE NEW STANDARD FOR RELIABLE FUNCTIONALITY
DAY IN, DAY OUT

T HI S INN OVAT I V E SY N C HR O NI Z AT I O N SYS T E M
makes sure that the runner segments always automatically line
up in “zero” position – regardless of how often and how far the
pull-out is opened. This guarantees perfect closing every time.

Kesseböhmer
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QUALITY
WE ARE ABSOLUTELY COMMITTED
TO SUPPLYING HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS.
We want you to enjoy using them throughout their long
service lives. This is why we subject them to exhaustive
quality, endurance and safety tests. We achieve high and lasting
quality through strict quality management with continuous monitoring
and testing. The effective forces, tight manufacturing tolerances and
movement distances are all sensor checked; the spring forces generated
in the fittings are monitored to ensure that the high-precision movement
sequences and dimensional accuracy in the adjustment range are maintained
within tight tolerances. Only then are we satisfied and sure that our products will
deliver what we have promised.
Our manufacturing processes are certified to demonstrate that we can meet product
specifications. We set a high priority on durable, high quality materials and on high
precision processing during our manufacturing processes. Samples from each
batch are subjected to endurance tests. In addition, we use continuous camerabased process monitoring and maintain high occupational safety standards for our
employees.
Our R&D engineers use the most advanced technical design aids and develop
products that will be manufactured using the latest process technologies. The
highest level of user-friendliness and convenience is a very high priority
from the start. It’s an ongoing challenge for us to combine outstanding
engineering with elegant, aesthetically pleasing design. And we’re
naturally delighted if this symbiosis wins us awards.
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Design and technology variants

STORAGE FITTINGS
FOR TALL CABINETS
CONTENTS

CONVOY Family
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Success all along the line

CONVOY Lavido

Tall cabinet pull-out
for 30-cm to 45-cm cabinets
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Tall cabinet pull-out
for 40-cm to 60-cm cabinets

DISPENSA 90°

CONVOY Premio
Tall cabinet pull-out
for 60-cm cabinets

1-16

Tall cabinet pull-out
for 15-cm to 60-cm cabinets

TurnMotion II

CONVOY Centro

1·19

TANDEM
Intelligent pull-out technology for
45-cm to 60-cm tall cabinets

1·23

All-round, effortless access
for storage space

Kesseböhmer
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

MIXED DOUBLE
REFRIGERATOR PAIRED WITH CENTRAL STORAGE

THE KESSEBÖHMER CONVOY PULL-OUT HAS THE
SPACE TO STORE ALL A HOUSEHOLD‘S GROCERIES IN
ONE CENTRAL UNIT WITH A VERY SMALL FOOTPRINT.
And with only one hand movement, all foods are completely
conveyed out of the cupboard – for the best overview from two
or even three sides and faster access to the stored foods. This
simplifies kitchen work, saves time and effort, helps you plan
your food storage and have everything within easy reach.
Together, fridge and CONVOY create a food storage centre for
your home. It’s available
24 hours a day – 7 days a week.
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1
2

Tray height is steplessly adjustable – no tools required.

3

THERE ARE MANY REASONS FOR CHOOSING
CONVOY – HERE ARE SOME OF THE MAIN ONES:

4

5

6
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

1

Top runner concealed by the tray. The redesigned
runner connections mean more choice with fewer
variants.

2

Straightforward loading and unloading from the front
and side.

3

Easy, stepless height adjustment for the trays –
no tools required.

4

All the household groceries can be stored in just one
unit.

5

Quiet – damping is standard. The automatic closing
mechanism has been optimized for CONVOY. The
silent storage unit!

6

Improved smooth action. A new runner system
ensures CONVOY glides even more softly out of the
cabinet.

CONVOY
Centro
FOOD STORAGE SYSTEM
WITH DOUBLE DAMPING

Kesseböhmer
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CONVOY CENTRO

>
>
>
>

Single-tube support frame and "floating" trays
Frame concealed behind the front panel
Absolutely smooth acction
Damped closing and opening (world first) :
Noiseless opening and closing
> Change tray height steplessly and easily
> Transparent galleries: Full overview of everything inside
> Side gallery can be removed: Barrierless retrieval, so optimal use of
space - even on the top tray

Scan for
installation guide

3

Inside cabinet height
Dim. A (mm)

For cabinet width (mm)

Number of trays

Dim. B (mm)

Cat. No.

1,900 - 2,000

450

5

1567

545.81.084

Price* (MYR)
14,387.00

Set components complete with frame, extension runner with Soft StoppPro, top with integrated runner and accessories			
Packing: 1 set				
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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CONVOY Lavido
UNCOMPLICATED OPENNESS
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

CONVOY Lavido
FULL ACCESS FROM THREE SIDES

GREAT FLEXIBILITY AND STRIKING LOOKS. CONVOY
Lavido HIGHLIGHTS THE WIDE SCOPE OF THE WHOLE
CONVOY SYSTEM. The Lavido fitting moves independently of
the front panel, so that it can be combined easily with different
cabinet concepts – behind sliding doors, for example.
This attractive fitting for tall storage units is the ideal solution
for contemporary kitchens, and also for wider use, for example, in dining rooms or offices. A number of intelligent details
make it a premium product in terms of technology too.

Kesseböhmer
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

CONVOY LAVIDO

> Storage solution for different front options and applications
> Can be combined with sliding doors, etc
> Access and transparency from 3 sides

B = base profile height

Scan for
installation guide

3

Basket type

Inside cabinet height
Dim. A (mm)

For cabinet
width (mm)

Number
of trays

Colour finish

Dim. B (mm)

Cat. No.

Price* (MYR)

1,900 - 2,000

600

5

Chrome

1530

549.63.788

8,677.00

1,900 - 2,000

600

5

Anthracite

1530

549.63.488

9,755.00

			

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

CONVOY Premio
EFFORTLESS OVERVIEW, ABSOLUTELY SMOOTH ACTION

Kesseböhmer
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CONVOY Premio
EFFORTLESS OVERVIEW AND ACCESS

THE CONVOY Premio „FLOATS“ ALL THE CONTENTS
RIGHT OUT OF THE CABINET. Opening the door – at an
angle of up to 135° – initiates a fluid movement sequence, SoftSTOPPpro slows the opening movement and then
completes it under precision control. With damped selfclosing, the fitting glides softly and silently back into the unit.
Full-extension means a totally unobstructed view – from three
sides – of all the contents. The sophisticated engineering that
underlies this perfect opening and closing is unobtrusive.
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

CONVOY PREMIO
> Larder unit full-entension pull-out incl. door follower
> Opening the door pulls the fitting automatically out of the unit
> With the door open, users have instant access to all contents
from 3 sides
> Only one gentle pull to move all the contents from 3 sides
> Very easy action with damped

1900
1999

1530

t
Scan for
installation guide

3

Inside cabinet height
Dim. A (mm)

For cabinet width (mm)

Number of trays

1900 - 1999

600

5

Version

Cat. No.

Price* (MYR)

Right mounted

549.72.106

14,645.00

Left mounted

549.72.306

14,645.00

Set components complete with frame, extension runner with Soft StoppPro, top with integrated runner and accessories				
Packing: 1 set				
Note*Please order hinge with opening angle ≥ 150° soft close hinge separately. 			

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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DISPENSA 90°
THE MOVING STORAGE UNIT
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

DISPENSA 90°
ORGANIZATION, A CLEAR
OVERVIEW AND FAST ACCESS

THE HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TRAYS ARE HOOKED ON INDIVIDUALLY, MAKING THE DISPENSA 90° AN EXTREMELY
FLEXIBLE STORAGE SOLUTION. IT GIVES USERS A LOT
OF STORAGE SPACE ON A VERY SMALL FOOTPRINT. The
whole width and depth of the cabinet are used for storage.
A DISPENSA stands for ample space, good organization and a
clear overview. You can see clearly what’s on the shelves, even
on the top shelves, and reach in from both sides!

1·18

or tall cabinets

Kesseböhmer
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DISPENSA 90⁰

≥ 500

> ClickFixx – toolless assembly and simple adjustment
> Up to 70% faster assembly!
> Patented Synchromatic system
> Reliable function – guaranteed!
> Transparent tray sides
> Fast and easy access to contents – clear visibility from top to bottom

W

Scan for
installation guide

Basket Type

Inside cabinet width /
Door width (mm)

Inside cabinet
height
(mm)

Number of
trays

Min. 260 / Door 300
1900 - 2300
Min. 360 / Door 400

6

Colour
finish

Chrome /
Ice white

Cat. No.

Price*
(MYR)

546.59.531

5,462.00

546.59.533

5,721.00

Set components complete with runner, frame, front strips, front brackets and trays/ baskets, including damping system SoftStopp Plus			
Packing: 1 set				
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

Stock Item

Freight Item

TANDEM I
TWO SHELVES BEHIND ONE DOOR

Kesseböhmer
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TANDEM
MORE STORAGE SPACE, BETTER ORGANIZED,
CLEARER OVERVIEW

TANDEM OFFERS COMPLETELY NEW POTENTIAL FOR

Double the gain by installing two TANDEMs in one kitchen unit:

FOOD STORAGE – JUST OPENING THE DOOR IS AN

as a TANDEM Depot, in 90-, 100- and 120-cm units.

INSPIRATION. DIn a clever piece of engineering, the back
shelf element moves automatically towards the user as the
door is pulled open. Kitchen users can check contents at a
glance and easily reach what they want. The shelf element on
the door contributes to optimal use of the available space!

1·20

Storage fittings for tall cabinets

MORE OVERALL VIEW COMPARED TO PULL-OUT
DRAWERS AND REMOVABLE SHELVES
Simply ingenious! Ingeniously simple: TANDEM turns
one chaotic cupboard into two clear shelf units.

The division into cabinet and door shelf units doubles
the visible area once opened.

When the door is opened, the contents are divided
into the door shelf unit (like a fridge) and the cabinet
shelf unit, which even slides automatically towards you.
The result: Everything is in sight! Everything is
conveniently to hand!

So, there are 100% more stored goods on view than with
pull-outs and removable shelves. Divided cupboard –
twice the overall view!

Removable shelves

TANDEM
+100% more overall view

Pull-outs

Kesseböhmer
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TANDEM PANTRY
> Split storage – front + rear shelf units – for a better overview and more
transparency
> Emotional movement sequences: The front (door) shelf swings open
with the door; The rear shelf is automatically drawn forward
> Same frame for left and right installation – simplifies planning –
independent of cabinet height
> Mature, reliable runner system

Scan for
installation guide

450mm cabinet width

Door rack

Basket type

Inside cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Inside cabinet
height (mm)

Number of

562 / 600

≥ 1100

4

412 / 450

≥ 1700

6

562 / 600
562 / 600
412 / 450
562 / 600

≥ 1100
≥ 1700

Colour finish

Put out rack

600mm cabinet width

Door rack

Cat. No.

Put out rack

Price* (MYR)

tray
545.94.551

6,355.00

545.94.612

6,907.00

6

545.94.552

7,873.00

4

545.93.434

6,776.00

545.93.431

7,363.00

545.93.435

8,411.00

6
6

Chrome / Ice
white

Anthracite

Set components complete with runner, pull-out frame, front brackets, trays/ baskets, door shelf, including damping system SoftStopp			
Packing: 1 set			
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

Stock Item

Freight Item

TurnMotion II
ALL-ROUND, EFFORTLESS ACCESS

WITH TurnMotion II, THE FITTING REVOLVES EFFORTLESSLY

concept puts the highest priority on quick and easy

TO MOVE ANY SIDE ROUND TO FACE YOU. EACH TRAY

assembly and effortless, reliable operation. The mounting

TURNS INDIVIDUALLY BY 360° IN EITHER DIRECTION SO

strips are simply screwed onto the carcase sides. This can be

THAT ANY SECTION OF THE CONTENTS CAN BE TURNED

done either ahead of the carcase press or later on-site while

INTO CLEAR VIEW AND EASY REACH. This fitting is an

the kitchen is being installed. The trays with the premounted

ultra-practical solution for storage space that is above the

support arms are then hooked securely into the mounting

ergonomically accessible height. It‘s also perfect for the often

strips. No tools are required!

under-utilized space above integrated appliances.
The TurnMotion II is available in a single-tray or double-tray
Stops on each of the four sides lock the tray temporarily in

variant, making it ideal for any storage height – including, for

position so that items can be lifted in or out safely. TurnMotion

example, the cabinet above the oven.

II trays are height adjustable so that you can position them at
the height you need.

A TurnMotion II fi ting can be easily retrofi ted into any 60-cm
tall cabinet. Wood screws are included in the package if the

A complete set – for a fast fix! TurnMotion II comes ready pre-

fitting is supplied for retrofitting or on-site assembly by a kit-

pared for fast, zero-error installation.The TurnMotion II design

chen fitter.

Kesseböhmer
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TURNMOTION II
> Easy access to all the contents by turning the trays
> No need to clear away front items to reach items at the back
> Excellent overview of all the contents
> Well-organized with a perfect overview

5

459

562

-56

8

32

160

160

min 430

min 49

0

Basket type

Inside cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Inside cabinet
height (mm)

Number of
tray

Colour finish

Cat. No.

Min. 495 / 600

Min. 430

2

Anthracite

542.14.332

Scan for
installation guide
& product video

Price* (MYR)

3,197.00

Set components complete with 2 trays with support arms, 2 mounting strips incl. fixing screws
Packing: 1 set			

·24
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Storage fittings for tall cabinets

Stock Item

Freight Item

BASE UNIT
FITTINGS
CONTENTS

No. 15

2·2

2·4

Easy action –
extra convenience

Multifunctional

dining AGENT

2·10

2·14

Unique storage and organization
experience for ultimate well being

cleaningAGENT
Cleaning has never been so easy

COMFORT II

cookingAGENT
Well organised for good cooking

2·19

2.22

Carrier
Back friendly storage for big,
bulky items

Kesseböhmer
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No.15
MAKES GREAT USE OF
NARROW GAPS

2·2

Base unit fittings

NO. 15
3DX
> Make practical use of even narrow gaps
> A slim pull-out: minimum width (from 112 mm) – maximum flexibility
> ClickFixx: clip-on connectors
> Toolless 3D front adjustment: perfect gap alignment in minutes

Scan for
installation guide

3D AdjustFixx

min.481
min.112

Included 4 pieces dividers
Basket type

Internal cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Internal cabinet height
(mm)

Colour finish

Cat. No.

Price* (MYR)

Min. 112/150

Min. 540

Chrome

545.61.027

1,135.00

Min. 112/150

Min. 540

Anthracite

549.24.621

1,381.00

Set components complete with base unit front extension set and 4 pieces dividers
Packing: 1 set

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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STANDARD WITH:

3D Adjust

Anti-slip coating

Even
smoother
action!
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COMFORT II
SMOOTH ACTION, AMPLE SPACE,
A PLEASURE TO USE

IN YOUR KITCHEN, THE OPTIONS OFFERED BY THE
UNDER-COUNTER

COMFORT

FITTING

INCLUDE

PRODUCT FEATURES

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE TRAYS. Different inserts are available

n

ClickFixx: Snap-on connections (fitting to runner)

to store bottles, bread, coffee and tea efficiently. Eminently

n

3D front panel adjustment

practical is the optional spice rack for the 90° pull-out! Can be

n

Smooth and comfortable movement

integrated optimally into any production line – fitting and runner

n

SoftSTOPPplus damped closing

snap together. No tools required!

2·4

II

Base unit fittings

COMFORT II
SMOOTH ACTION,
ADAPTABLE,
USER-FRIENDLY
EASY ASSEMBLY, EFFORTLESS ADJUSTMENT

ULTRA-EASY ClickFixx CONNECTION BETWEEN FRAME

Kesseböhmer has added the option of a spice rack to its

AND RUNNER, SIMPLE 3D FINE ADJUSTMENT FOR THE

tried-and-tested COMFORT pull-out. The spice rack is the perfect

FRONT PANEL, ABSOLUTELY SMOOTH ACTION, EFFI-

add-on for the COMFORT concept. The spice rack is made of a

CIENT USE OF SPACE THANKS TO HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE

single piece of shaped, powder-coated metal. It was designed to

TRAYS – THAT’S THE COMFORT II.

be as deep as possible, but still allow a clear view and easy
access to vinegars and oils and other items stored in the lower

The compact 30-cm base unit pull-out lets users fill every
centimetre and customise the pull-out to suit their special

trays. It offers an amazing amount of storage space to take a lot
of spice jars.

requirements. The COMFORT II is ideal for storing cooking
ingredients; it provides an amazing amount of storage space,
plus a clear view of all the contents. The pull-out glides softly and

It’s surprising how much space there is in the pull-out and
how flexibly it can be used.

smoothly out in front of the cabinet. Everything needed for
a great meal is instantly ready to hand.

Kesseböhmer
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COMFORT II
> Full extension for base units – entire contents slide out in front of the
cabinet
> Optimal overview, very good access
> Space-saving design
> Uses the whole width of the unit
> Balancing screw for optimal action
> 3D adjustment in real time – perfect gap alignment in minute

Scan for
installation guide

LEFT VERSION
Mounted on right hand
side of cabinet

RIGHT VERSION
Mounted on left hand
side of cabinet

Basket type

Internal cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Internal
cabinet
height (mm)

Number of

Min. 262 /

Min. 590

2

tray

Door 300

Min. 262 /

Min. 590

2

Colour
finish

Version

Chrome /
Ice white

Right

545.53.762

1,788.00

Left

545.53.763

1,788.00

Right

545.53.472

1,844.00

Left

545.53.473

1,844.00

Anthracite

Cat. No.

Price*
(MYR)

Door 300

Set components complete with 2 full extensions runner, frame, 2 front brackets and damping system SoftStopp.
Packing: 1 set
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Base unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

Pull-outs and
Inside pull-outs
ATTRACTIVE AND
PRACTICAL DESIGNS

Kesseböhmer
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FRONT AND INTERNAL
PULL OUT

> No break in the smooth run of fronts
> Lower pull-out opens automatically as the door opens:
Just one pull to reach essential items

Scan for
installation guide

Basket type

Inside cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Inside
cabinet
depth (mm)

Number of

Min. 412 - 418 /

Min. 500

2

Colour finish

Chrome / Ice white

540.24.294 x 1

3,115.00

540.25.294 x 1
Min. 500

2

Chrome / Ice white

Door 500
Min 562 - 568 /

Price*
(MYR)

Door 450
Min. 462 - 468 /

Cat. No.

tray

540.24.295 x 1

3,280.00

540.25.295 x 1
Min. 500

Door 600

2

Chrome / Ice white

540.24.297 x 1

3,526.00

540.25.297 x 1

Set components complete with runner incl. damper, front panel connector and tray
Packing: 1 set

2·8

Base unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

INTERNAL
PULL OUT

> No break in the smooth run of fronts
> Good overview of contents through 3D access: Pull-outs move
separately

Scan for
installation guide

Basket type

Internal cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Internal
cabinet
depth (mm)

Number of

Colour finish

Cat. No.

Min. 412 - 418 /

Min. 500

2

Chrome / Ice white

540.27.294 x 2

3,044.00

Min. 500

2

Chrome / Ice white

540.27.295 x 2

3,408.00

Min. 500

2

Chrome / Ice white

540.27.297 x 2

3,366.00

tray

Price*
(MYR)

Door 450
Min. 462 - 468 /
Door 500
Min 562 - 568 /
Door 600
Set components complete with runner incl. damper, spacer and tray.basket
Packing: 1 set

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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diningAGENT
Unique storage and organization experience
for ultimate wellbeing. Designed and Created for Asia.
2·10

Base unit fittings

MODULARITY.
USER FOCUSED
DESIGN.
EASY CLEANING.
NO RUST.

2·11

Base unit fittings

•

Modular system. Arrange modular elements
the way you like.

•

Flexibility of the system makes it ideal for
left-handed and right-handed users.

•

Pure and contemporary design.

•

Easy to cleaning. All plastic elements are
detachable and dishwasher safe.

•

Secure storage for all the contents.

•

Accommodates all the dishes commonly
used by households in Asia.

•

German quality.

diningAGENT.
MADE FOR
ASIAN KITCHEN.
ORGANIZED KITCHEN,
HAPPY FAMILY.
2·12

Base unit fittings

Kesseböhmer helps to create more time in
your daily life for yourself and for fulfilling
moments with people you care about.
diningAGENT - the full extension front pull-out
storage system for tableware, pots and pans
used in your daily life. Even a fish plate. No
waste of space! diningAGENT utilizes every
centimeter to put everything in order.

DINING AGENT

48

359

720

> Small family, small kitchen, clever solution
> Can be transformed into "2 in 1" solution: your bowls, plates, pots and
pans will be all in order just in one pull-out.

．．
亡'·

l

37

18

224
242

473

Scan for
installation guide

Door width
(mm)

Version

600

Upper

545.14.346

759.00

Lower

545.14.356

609.00

Upper

545.14.349

999.00

Lower

545.14.359

749.00

900

Cat. No.

Price*
(MYR)

Set components complete with 2 full extensions runner with integrated soft close mechanism, frame and plastic tray
Packing: 1 set

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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A SMALL UNIT
WITH BIG BENEFITS
cookingAGENT
AMAZING CAPACITY

2·14

Base unit fittings

ORGANISATION
IS THE KEY
cookingAGENT
MODULAR AND FLEXIBLE

JUST A TOUCH AND A GLANCE – ALL THE BENEFITS OF
CLEAR ORGANISATION AND EASY ACCESS IN THIS
COMPACT FULL-EXTENSION PULL-OUT

Kesseböhmer
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The plastic bottom panels of the clip-on
baskets can be taken out and washed –
they’re dishwasher safe, like all the other
plastic elements in a cookingAGENT.

Your chopping board is stored
right in the middle to save space
and be easily reachable. The
exact position is up to you.

Your favourite knives are right there
ready and waiting.
Plastic slats fit into in a container to
form a perfect knife block.
The slats can be lifted out for
cleaning and you can reposition the
whole knife holder whenever you
want to.

Practical plastic containers help you to work faster
and more efficiently. Lift them out with their contents
and put them close to where you’re working. The
slanted opening makes access even easier.

2·16

Base unit fittings

„

A cookingAGENT IS A PROFESSIONAL ASSET THAT FITS EVEN
THE SMALLEST KITCHEN. COOKING IS SO EASY – WHEN ALL YOUR
INGREDIENTS AND IMPLEMENTS ARE CLOSE TO HAND.

Kesseböhmer
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COOKING AGENT

> A perfectly customised storage unit that stores exactly what you want - in the
tightest possible space - with everything instantly accessible
> All critical components has been tested for food safety and are designed for very
easy cleaning. All plastic elements are dishwasher safe
Scan for
installation guide

Cooking agent pull out
Inside cabinet width /
Door width (mm)

Inside cabinet
width /
Depth
(mm)

Inside cabinet
height
(mm)

Cat. No.

Min. 262 / Door 300

Min. 510

Min. 625

545.13.961

Price* (MYR)

1011.00

Set components complete with knife block, clip-on basket, chopstick holder, implement holder, bottle basket,
plastic bins and full extension with integrated soft closing mechanism
Packing: 1 piece		

Cooking agent pull out for hinged door
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Base unit fittings

Inside cabinet width /
Door width (mm)

Inside cabinet
width /
Depth
(mm)

Inside cabinet
height
(mm)

Cat. No.

Min. 368 / Door 400

Min. 510

Min. 625

549.25.969

Stock Item

Price* (MYR)

1011.00

Freight Item

cleaningAGENT
A PRACTICAL SOLUTION, EASY TO USE
AND EASY TO CLEAN

TOTALLY

PRACTICAL,

EXTREMELY

COMPACT

AND

MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARDS. For
all its compact design, cleaningAGENT has a lot of practical
features and ample space for all your cleaning stuff. The top
layer compartments organize sponges, brushes and other
implements. Top marks for practicality: the basket with the
ergonomic easy-grip handle.

Kesseböhmer
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IN CLEAR VIEW AND EASY REAC H

The fit-in box is the ideal place to put damp
sponges – and it acts as a useful divider for
the top container. Everything is in clear view
and easy to reach from above.

The cleaningAGENT caddy can be installed
– or retrofitted – left- or right-handed in a
kitchen unit. Opening the door and sliding
the caddy out are two separate actions.
cleaningAGENT offers a maximum of
practical storage with the smallest
possible footprint.

The lift-out container stands
firmly on rubber feet that also
ensure there’s no risk of
scratches.

2·20

Base unit fittings

CLEANING AGENT

> Suitable for sink unit cabinet
> Pull the whole caddy out with one finger. Close it with a gentle push
> A perfectly customised storage unit to keep all cleaning materials neat and tidy and
that access is quick and easy
> Container with ergonomic easy-grip handle
> All the plastic containers can be lifted out and washed by hand or in dishwasher
> The caddy will always be clean and hygienic

Scan for
installation guide

Inside cabinet
width /
Door width
(mm)

Depth
(mm)

Inside
cabinet
height
(mm)

Cat. No.

Min. 312 /
Door 350

Min. 510

Min. 625

545.48.411

Price* (MYR)

726.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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CARRIER
BACK-FRIENDLY
STORAGE FOR BIG,
BULKY ITEMS
2·22

Base unit fittings

FEATURES & BENEFITS:
n Carrier slides right out for easy access
n 30

kg load capacity

n

Simply screws onto cabinet bottom panel

n

Low profile fitting for more storage space

THE
CARRIER'S
SIMPLE,
STREAMLINED DESIGN
HAS BEEN
REDUCED TO THE ESSENTIALS.

And optimized for storing large, bulky items.
The pull-out copes easily with a loads up to 30 kg.
It glides right out in front of the cabinet on
full-extension runners. No more stretching
and straining to lift out heavy items.

Kesseböhmer
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CARRIER

> Full-extension runners move gas bottles or other contents out in front of the cabinet
> No awkward bending or stretching to lift and lower the load
> Put-out closes softly with damped self colsing (SoftStoppPlus)
> Bottom mounted for simple assembly and easy retrofitting

Scan for
installation guide

Inside cabinet width /
Door width (mm)

Depth
(mm)

Colour finish

Cat. No.

Min. 362 / Door 400

Min. 485

Silver

505.72.990

Price* (MYR)
508.00
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Base unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

CORNER UNIT
FITTINGS
CONTENTS

LeMans II
For 90, 100 and 120 cm
corner base units
and highboards

3·2

3·9

MagicCorner
For 90 cm corner
base units

Kesseböhmer

3·1

LeMans II
OPTIMAL FUNCTIONALITY FOR
FASCINATING EASE OF USE

LeMans offers up to

%

more storage area
than a base unit with pull-out
drawers next to the blind corner!

3·2

Corner unit fittings

MORE STORAGE AREA
THAN A BASE UNIT WITH PULL-OUT DRAWERS
NEXT TO THE BLIND CORNER!
LeMans swings corner storage into easy reach.
The clever design of the trays expands the actual storage
area by up to 70%. This is a clear gain compared with
similar drawer cabinet.

LeMans
+70% more storage area

Pull-out drawer

Kesseböhmer
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CORNERING
IN STYLE!
The controlled and perfectly fluid sequence
of movements is a seamless combination
of turning and swinging. The trays move
independently to bring the entire cabinet
contents into easy reach!

Distinctive form and function – and that goes not only for
the Le Mans race track itself, but also for the sophisticated
corner unit solution from Kesseböhmer with the same name.

3·4

Corner unit fittings

LeMans swings the
contents out in front.

LeMans is an extremely robust
storage system with a load
capacity of up to 25kg per tray.

Damped self-closing
means whisper-quiet closing
even fully loaded.

Users select tray heights to suit their needs and cut
out wasted space. With optimal access at all times,
LeMans makes perfect use of corner space!

Kesseböhmer
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Corner unit fittings

The trays move smoothly and
almost effortlessly out
of the unit ...

... so that users have a clear
view of all the contents and
optimal access.

LeMans ll scores high on
efficiency and benefits.

Kesseböhmer
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LEMANS II
> Swinging curves: Fluid, emotional, harmonious action
> Kinematics with 4 pivot points : minimal force required for silky smooth
movements
> All stored contents swing out in front of the unit
> Easy height changes: The unit adapts to the content
> Trays move independently
> Fully functional at 85° door opening angle: Flexible planning option; No
risk of handles colliding

Scan for
installation guide
& product video

Right swivel

Basket type

Left swivel

Right Swivel

Left Swivel

Internal cabinet
width/ door width
(mm)

Internal
cabinet
height (mm)

Number of
tray

Colour
finish

Version

Min. 910 /

600-750

2

Fix 1,250

4

Chrome /
Ice white

Right swivel

Door 500

600-750

2

Fix 1,250

4

600-750

2

Fix 1,250

4

600-750

2

A= 461 - 468mm

Min. 960 /
Door 600
A= 561 - 568mm

Fix 1,250

4

Min. 910 /

600-750

2

Door 500

Fix 1,250

4

600-750

2

A= 461 - 468mm

Fix 1,250

4

Min. 960 /

600-750

2

Door 600

Fix 1,250

4

A= 561 - 568mm

600-750

2

Fix 1,250

4

Chrome /
Ice white

Anthracite

Price*
(MYR)

541.32.622

3,848.00

541.32.634

7,552.00

Left swivel

541.32.623

3,848.00

541.32.635

7,552.00

Right swivel

541.32.624

4,807.00

541.32.636

9,284.00

Left swivel

541.32.625

4,807.00

541.32.637

9,284.00

Right swivel

541.31.872

4,287.00

541.31.880

8,720.00

541.31.873

4,287.00

541.31.881

8,720.00

541.31.878

5,116.00

541.31.882

10,379.00

Left swivel

Anthracite

Cat. No.

Right swivel

Left swivel

541.31.879

5,116.00

541.31.883

10,379.00

Set components complete with mounting and drilling template, including selft-closing damping system 		
Packing: 1 set		

3·8

Corner unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

MagicCorner
THE “MAGIC” SOLUTION FOR CORNER SPACE

Kesseböhmer
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Adjustable frame for 90 and 100 cm
cabinet widths

Precisely defined
movement sequences

STANDARD WITH:

Anti-slip coating

3·10

Corner unit fittings

As the front pull-out opens …

... and swings aside.
The follower draws the rear
element to the front of the
cabinet.

Kesseböhmer
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MAGIC CORNER
> Amazing technology: The opening movement brings the front section
of the unit out in front of the unit, while the back section moves
forward for optimal access and ergonomics
> Rectangular trays for rectangular cabinet: very good use of space
> Clickfixx - toolless assembly and simple adjustment

Front shelf

Rear shelf
Scan for
installation guide

Right swivel

Basket type

Inside cabinet
width/ door
width (mm)

395 / 450

395 / 450

Left swivel

Inside
cabinet
height (mm)

Min . 550

Min. 540

Number of
tray

2+2

2+2

Colour
finish

Chrome

Anthracite

Version

Cat. No.

Price*
(MYR)

Right swivel

546.19.200

5,297.00

Left swivel

546.19.201

5,297.00

Right swivel

546.19.820

6,546.00

Left swivel

546.19.821

6,546.00

Set components complete with pull-out and trays/ baskets, including. damping system SoftStopp and mounting template.				
Packing: 1 set
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Corner unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

WALL UNIT
FITTINGS
CONTENTS

iMove
The intelligent pull-down system
for wall units

4·2

4·6

CLIMBER
Multi-facetted
and glamorous

Kesseböhmer
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iMove
INTELLIGENT PULL-DOWN SYSTEM
FOR WALL UNITS

4·2

Wall unit fittings

iMove
INTELLIGENT MOVEMENT

iMove SETS NEW STANDARDS FOR WALL UNITS. THE
PRODUCT COMBINES BEAUTY AND PRACTICALITY IN
EFFORTLESS MOVEMENT. IT’S TRULY CLEVER!
There’s easy operation, more reachable storage, a clearer
view, fast access. The innovative iMove pull-down transforms
a conventional wall unit into an ergonomic storage system
with big user benefits. The iMove and its contents are pulled
downwards and outwards in one easy movement. And the
iMove combines practical benefits with a brilliantly stylish
design.

Kesseböhmer
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iMove

> Suitable for hinged door and
lift-up fittings
> Cabinet items are easily
reachable
> Pull shelf all the way down and
it will hold in place for loading,
even when empty

Swivel range

Colour finish

Single shelf
Hinged door:
Cabinet height min. 480 mm
Free fold double flap lift-up fitting:
Cabinet height min. 600 mm

Scan for
installation guide
& product video

Double shelf
Hinged door:
Cabinet height min.700 mm
Free fold double flap lift-up fitting:
Cabinet height min. 690 mm

Inside cabinet width/
door width (mm)

Internal cabinet
height (mm)

Min.562 - 568 /

Min.480

Number of tray

Version

Cat. No.

Price*
(MYR)

Single tray

504.68.913

1,916.00

504.68.915

2,077.00

Double tray

504.68.923

2,398.00

Single tray

504.68.313

2,167.00

504.68.315

2,274.00

504.68.323

2,759.00

Door 600
Min.862 - 868 /
Door 900
Min.562 - 568 /

Min.700

Door 600
Min.562 - 568 /

Min.480

Min. 270

Door 600
Min.862 - 868 /
Door 900
Min.562 - 568 /

Min.700

Double tray

Door 600
Set components including 8 x wood screws and drilling template
Packing: 1 set

4·4

Wall unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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CLIMBER
MULTI-FACETTED AND GLAMOROUS

4·6

Wall unit fittings

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGNER PIECE:
CLIMBER
CONTEMPORARY & ELEGANT

SHIMMERING GLASS AND GLAMOROUS MOVEMENTS:
THE CLIMBER IS A VERY SPECIAL WALL UNIT. A light
touch underneath the carcase starts the shimmering front splitting into slats that glide upwards in sequence to form a block at
the top. The carcase is available in three heights and four widths,
in black, white or a stainless steel finish. The glass slats come in
a choice of six colours.
The optics may be elaborate, but installing a CLIMBER could
scarcely be easier. The carcase is supplied ready assembled with
the motor installed. On-site, the glass slats are positioned and
screwed on, the glass shelves are inserted and the electric cables
connected. And an exquisite piece of furniture is ready. Combining
the latest technology and fine materials, it will enhance any room
in your home. Kesseböhmer is your export sales partner for this
exclusive designer piece.

Kesseböhmer
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CLIMBER

> Emotional opening experience
> eTouch - tap lightly underneath the cabinet to set the slats in smooth motion
> Concealed technology
> Easy installation
> Incl. glass shelf
Scan for
installation guide
& product video

Colour finish

Dimension
(W x D x H) mm

Colour
finish

Cat. No.

Price* (MYR)

900 x 373 x 780

Black glass
White carcass

561.56.318

15,200.00

900 x 373 x 780

White glass
White carcass

561.56.718

15,200.00

Set complete with 1 white carcass incl. motor (fully assembled), 6 glass slats, 2 clear glass shelves
Packing: 1 set		
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Wall unit fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

SPLASHBACK
FITTINGS
CONTENTS

LINERO MosaiQ

5·2

Versatile, variable and
eye-catching design

Kesseböhmer

5·1

LINERO MosaiQ
HUGE USER CHOICE, FINE DESIGN

5·2

Splashback fittings

THE NAME SUMS IT UP – the new midway elements are
yours to mix and match, like mosaic stones, along the elegant
rail. The multi-functional, anodised aluminium rail is the basic
element in this variable system. The many practical optional
elements are hooked in above or below the rail and can be
moved or rearranged whenever you want to. And of course,
LINERO MosaiQ is compatible with Kesseböhmer’s successful
Linero 2000 System.

Kesseböhmer
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LINERO MosaiQ

50

500

600
400

50

400

Wall aluminium profile
Length
(mm)

Finish

900
550

1200

550

900

Price*
(MYR)

600
50

Cat. No.

Stainless
steel

1200

521.00.006

433.00

521.00.009

578.00

521.00.012

757.00

Packing: 1 piece		
Universal shelf
Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Price*
(MYR)

350 x 110 x 140
350 x 110 x 200

Cat. No.

Titanium
grey

350 x 110 x 300

521.01.520

304.00

521.01.521

370.00

521.01.522

353.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Beaker pot, plastic ABS

+

=

Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

135 x 135 x 156

Titanium
grey

521.01.750

Finish

Cat. No.

Price*
(MYR)
160.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Hook rail
Dim. W x D x
H mm
2 hooks 85 x 44 x 38
6 hooks -

Price*
(MYR)

Titanium
grey

521.01.590

112.00

521.01.591

144.00

250 x 44 x 38
Packing: 1 piece		
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Splashback fittings

Stock Item

Freight Item

Universal shelf with railing
Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

350 x 110 x 200

Titanium grey

521.01.530

Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

350 x 107 x 8

Titanium grey

Price*
(MYR)
370.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Upper shelf
Price*
(MYR)
521.02.501

193.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Magnetic knife block
Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

350 x 45 x 200

Titanium grey

521.01.541

Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

350 x 155 x 120

Titanium grey

Price*
(MYR)
997.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Kitchen roll holder
Price*
(MYR)
521.01.510

304.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Foil and cling film dispenser
Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

350 x 110 x 300

Titanium grey

521.01.511

Dim. W x D x
H mm

Finish

Cat. No.

350 x 77 x 46

Titanium grey

Price*
(MYR)
965.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Towel rail
Price*
(MYR)
521.01.571

193.00

Packing: 1 piece		

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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Splashback fittings

WORKTOP EXTENSIONS
CONTENTS

TopFlex

6.2

Worktop extension
Pull-out lengths: 610 and 810 mm

Kesseböhmer
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TopFlex
TABLE IN WAITING

6·2

Tables and worktop extensions

TOPFLEX

> When not in use, the extendable table sections are concealed
behind a drawer front

> The table sections slide effortlessly into place. Partially extended,
Topflex is already a usable surface

> As TopFlex is pulled out, the drawer front drops down automatically.

> Fully extended, the two sections plus the drop-down front and
the flush-mounted runner create a streamlined table surface

>>Material: Steel
>>Finish/ colour: Galvanized or powder coated, white aluminium,
RAL 9006
>>Version: Front panel automatically drops to level of additional
worktop, with lateral cover for the hardware and fitting system
>>For cabinet width: 450– mm - 900 mm
>>Load bearing capacity: 30 kg

Internal cabinet
depth mm

Extension length
mm

Cat. No.

Min. 500

810

505.70.200

Price* (MYR)
2,144.00

Supplied with 1 set pull out table fitting and 1 set of installation instructions
Packing: 1 set

Scan For
Installation Guide

Stock Item

Freight Item

Kesseböhmer
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Quality consistent
with our actions.

Quality management and operational reliability
n
n
n
n
n

n

Permanente Permanent online monitoring of all process parameters
Two independent electroplating plants – at separate locations –
will make sure we can meet all delivery schedules
Extensive preventive measures for fire safety
The entire production area is designed as an acid-proof chemical
collection sump according to the German Water Resources Act
Certified to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008
Certified to DIN EN ISO 14001
Certified to DIN EN ISO 50001
Certified to TS 16949 (summer 2015)
We can switch between two independent energy sources
(wood and gas) to guarantee supply security

TE

S

D
E
T

Our chrome is shiny clean green!
All our processes are optimised to ensure sparing and environmentally friendly use of valuable
raw materials and resources. At the same time, careful selection of materials and responsible
processing produce products with a long service life.
n

Recirculation of flushing water and treatment of circulating water

n

Mono-sludge production for recovery of recyclable materials (eg, nickel, copper, chrome)

n

We use hexavalent and trivalent electrolytes for chrome-plating

n

Evaporation system for recirculation of the hexavalent chrome electrolyte

n

Intake air is heated by heat recovered from waste air

n

Extensive preventive measures for fire safety

LIFETIME
WARRANTY
IN RESPECT OF FUNCTION AND USE

CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR PURCHASE! THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS
QUALITY COMPONENTS FROM KESSEBÖHMER (FRAMES, BASKETS,
TRAYS, ETC.). THESE SYSTEMS COMPLY WITH THE HIGHEST INDUSTRIAL
REQUIREMENTS. WE HEREBY CONFIRM THE ASSUMPTION OF A
LIFETIME GUARANTEE ON THE FUNCTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF
USE OF ALL KESSEBÖHMER PRODUCTS PROVIDED THAT THEY ARE
HANDLED AND USED CORRECTLY. HERE LIFETIME WE REFER TO THE
LIFETIME OF A KITCHEN WHICH THE MAXIMUM OF IT IS FIFTEEN YEARS.
THE GUARANTEE DOES NOT APPLY TO WEAR PARTS. OUR PRODUCTS
COMPLY WITH DIN 68930:1998 AND DGM RAL-GZ 430 WITH RESPECT
TO CORROSION. UNDER THE GUARANTEE AGREEMENT, KESSEBÖHMER
ASSUMES LIABILITY FOR DAMAGE TO OUR PRODUCTS DUE TO DEFECTS
IN DESIGN, MANUFACTURING OR MATERIALS. WHERE DAMAGE IS
PROVEN, KESSEBÖHMER WILL REPLACE THE FITTINGS FREE OF CHARGE.
THE GUARANTEE PERIOD EQUALS THE LIFETIME OF THE KITCHEN, WHOSE MAXIMUM
USUALLY IS FIFTEEN YEARS. THIS PERIOD IS STARTING ON THE DATE OF ACCEPTANCE
OF THE GOODS, OR THE LATEST 30 DAYS AFTER INSTALLATION HAS BEEN COMPLETED.
KESSEBÖHMER’S LIABILITY ASSUMES THAT THE PART HAS BEEN INSTALLED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH ITS INTENDED USE AND WITH GENERALLY ACCEPTED TECHNICAL
PRINCIPLES AND THAT KESSEBÖHMER’S INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS HAVE BEEN
STRICTLY ADHERED TO. ANY DAMAGE MUST BE REPORTED TO KESSEBÖHMER
IMMEDIATELY IN WRITING AND THE AFFECTED PRODUCTS AND EXAMPLES OF THE
DAMAGE MUST BE KEPT FOR INSPECTION. KESSEBÖHMER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
HAVE ITS OWN OR THIRD-PARTY EXPERTS INSPECT AND VERIFY THE DAMAGE.

Oliver Kesseböhmer
KESSEBÖHMER GMBH

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

ARENAplus Rutschstopp is a highly-effective anti-slip coating. Applied to the
surfaces of trays for kitchen pull-outs and corner carousels, it stops stored items
from slipping when the units are opened or shut.
The coating stops contents rattling and minimizes the risk of pots and pans leaving
score marks on surfaces.
ARENAplus Rutschstopp is a transparent surface coating that is applied to the
trays in a special process.
The coating meets all LGA criteria for use in kitchens:
■ Easy to clean and care for
■ Safe for food
■ Durable anti-slip effect
■ Moistureproof
■ UV resistance
■ Anti-static properties
In 2003, a panel of international experts awarded the innovative, patented
ARENAplus Rutschstopp coating an Interzum Award in the category “Highest
product quality”.

Care instructions for surfaces
with ARENAplus RUTSCHSTOPP anti-slip coating
Wipe surfaces with a damp, lint-free cloth.

Dirt can be removed with dishwashing detergent, or a mild cleaning fluid, diluted
with water.

Häfele (Malaysia) Sdn Bhd
Head office
No. 18 Jalan Juruhebah U1/50 Seksyen U1, Temasya Industrial Park 40150 Shah Alam, Selangor
Phone: +603 5569 2526 Fax: +603 5569 3526 Email: info@hafele.com.my
KL Design Centre
No. 42, Jalan SS21/1, Damansara Utama 47400 Petaling Jaya, Selangor
Phone: +603 7733 4526 / +603 7733 6526 Fax: +603 7733 3526 Email: info@hafele.com.my

www.hafele.com.my

